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shifting perceptions and
lifting pageviews
When Cattron diverged to form a new industrial wireless control solutions company,
they relied on akhia communications to help ensure a successful transition in multiple
ways. The dual challenges for this B2B partnership and assignment were to:
1. D
 evelop a brand identity for Cattron with supporting brand guidelines
and templates.
2. H
 elp design an optimized website for higher page ranks, stronger SEO and
better content delivery.
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At Cattron, formerly known as Laird Controls, we provide
high-performance, wireless connectivity and control
solutions for mission-critical applications all over the
world. It’s what we’ve been doing for more than 70 years,
and what we’re ready to do for 70 more.
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what drove our success?

Learn more at cattron.com.
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MOVING FORWARD,
RIGHT ON TRACK
Laird Controls is now Cattron
For more than 70 years, Laird Controls—now Cattron—has been a leading provider
of high-performance, wireless connectivity and control solutions for mission-critical
applications all over the world. And now, Cattron is poised to take your operation into
the next 70 years—and beyond. Find out how at cattron.com.
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virtual virtuosity

akhia created an entire brand
identity system, including
templates and brand guidelines,
within a truncated timeline.

superior storytelling

Working together with our client,
we created an effective brand and
product story for Cattron, as well
as a market positioning among
industry competitors.

SEO specialization

akhia conducted an extensive
audit for key words, page titles
and tags, then optimized the
metadata for all website pages.

akhia.com

FULL
SPEED
AHEAD

solutions to customers around
the world—connecting
devices, controlling machines
and protecting assets.

produced awareness
campaign

